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The pop-up museum of legal objects project: an experiment
in Ôsociolegal designÕ
Amanda Perry-Kessaris1
The Pop-Up Museum of Legal Objects project, around which this special issue is
based, is an experimental work designed to make sociolegal research visible and
tangible through engagementÑindividual and collaborative, abstract and materialÑ
with curated artefacts. It is a Ôpop-upÕ2 in the sense that it took shape on one day for
each of two events held at different locations: a workshop held at the British Museum
in March 2017 (British Museum event),3 and a stream within the Sociolegal Studies
Association annual conference at Newcastle University in April 2017 (SLSA event).
Both events originated in a call for researchers to identify an object that resonates
with their existing research, and to comment upon it.4 Selected participants were then
led into a designed research experience centring on ÔfoundÕ and ÔbespokeÕ modelmaking.
Object-based research is a known, albeit not yet widely practiced, strategy among
social science and humanities researchers including, increasingly, lawyers; and that
strategy is itself part of a wider ÔturnÕ among social science and humanities
researchers including, increasingly, lawyers, towards material culture (see below).
Like other endeavours focusing on legal objects, the Pop-Up Museum of Legal
Objects project (hereinafter Pop-Up project) produced a collection of diverse
geographical, historical and material origins, from Australia to Canada to Egypt, 1200
BCE to the present day, bark to gold to plastic. What renders the Pop-Up project
distinctive among interventions in the ever-deepening legal object landscape is first,
that it aims not only to generate new knowledge about objects and about law, but
also to transform research behaviours; and second, that it pursues those aims by
adopting an design-based, experimental, attitude. It is experimental in the sense that
it is Ôbased on or making use of experimentÕÑthat is, of Ôa procedure undertaken to
make a discovery, test a hypothesis, or demonstrate a known factÕ. As such it is
Ôtentative and provisionalÕ and based primarily Ôon experience not authority or
conjectureÕ.5 This combination of systematic procedure and openness as to outcome
generates a sphere of structured freedom in which imaginative, reflective and
therefore, productive, research can flourish.6
Sociolegal design
As a sociolegal researcher, I am motivated by a commitment to Ôconsistently and
permanently address the need to reinterpret law systematically and empirically as a
social phenomenonÕ.7 My research at the intersection of law, economics, sociology
and development studies has made me increasingly aware of, and frustrated by, the
constraints that we face in communicating with, between and beyond our disciplines.8
I see those constraints, as well as the real-world problems that they produce and/or
fail to resolve, as social phenomena that must be addressed at every stage of the
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sociolegal research process, and I have drawn on designÑespecially graphic and
experience designÑto find new, strategies for approaching their resolution.
As a designer, I am motivated by an awareness that Ôexpert designers have
developed a treasure troveÕ of Ôsophisticated creative and innovativeÕ strategies,
Ômany of which can be used outside of the confines of the traditional design domainÕ,9
Social designers in particular have sought to disseminate design-based strategies to
generate and facilitate social change among ÔdiffuseÕ, non-expert, lay designers.10 For
example, Kees Dorst draws on a range of problem-focused design practices to help
non-part designers to generate new frames through which, for example, civil society
actors, can explore and innovate in relation to a social problem. Once a possible new
frame has been identified, it is activated through a series of propositions following the
pattern ÔIfÉas ifÉ thenÕ.11 I have used this process to reframe the field of sociolegal
research Ôas ifÕ it were a social design problem, to be approached through designbased strategies.
What are the implications of approaching sociolegal research through design-based
strategies?12 Social designer Ezio Manzini notes that designers exercise three
ÔsensesÕ: they are criticalÑable to Ôlook at the state of things and recognise what
cannot or should not be acceptableÕ; they are creativeÑable to Ôimagine something
that does not yet existÕ; and they are practicalÑable to Ôrecognise feasible ways of
getting things to happenÕ.13 Designers address these critical, creative and practical
senses to their own work, to the community of design practice within which they
operate, and beyond to the wider world on which they seek to have an effect.
Importantly, designers seek to address these ÔsensesÕ both simultaneously and with
intention. So, for example, design is not about being creative but impractical and/or
uncritical; or creative for the sake of it, without deeper intention.
I would argue that these three ÔsensesÕ are, or at least ought to be, shared by a wide
range of other ÔprofessionalsÕ, including sociolegal researchers. The distinctive
features that design/ers can bring to those other professions are (a) the ability to
ÔamplifyÕ and ÔdynamizeÕ their (already critical, practical and creative)
practice/research by Ômaking things tangible and visibleÕ at every stage of the
research process;14 and (b) in an atmosphere of structured freedom. Therefore the
propositional frame for working at the intersections of sociolegal research and design
becomes: If sociolegal research were treated as if it were a social design problem
then it would at every stage be made visible and tangible, structured yet free.
Design offers an extensive range of strategies for making things visible and tangible,
including typography, mapping, data visualisation and visual essays,15 some of
which I have deployed in my own sociolegal research. For example, I have used
typography to capture variations in the characteristics of some of the disciplines that
inform sociolegal research,16 a collaborative on-site audio publication to explore ideas
of community,17 a visual essay to explore the concept of collections of scholarly
writing.18 But my on-going experimentation, completed solo and/or as a facilitator and
provocateur of others, shows model-making to be an especially productive starting
point for Ônon-expertÕ designers such as sociolegal researchers. And that model-
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making proves to be especially powerful when conducted as part of a consciously
designed experience, in a space of structured freedom.
This article explores the strategies underlying the Pop-Up project, including the
specific roles played by model-making in each event, and the experience design
underpinning the project as a whole. Since those methods emerged from my unique
experimentation at the intersections of law and design, some elements of that
discussion are necessarily more self-referential than one might anticipate for an
introduction a special issue; but participant feedback collected during and after the
events are used to widen the perspective throughout. The article concludes with an
indication of how such model-making might extend beyond the museum into
fieldwork, using an example from my own practice around an ox-hide copper ingot
from Cyprus. Again, since that practice is unique, that section is necessarily
unusually self-referential.
Making sociolegal research visible and tangible through model-making
Sociolegal model-making, as I envision it, is about using things to make sociolegal
research visible and/or tangible. It can be seen as part of the multi-disciplinary
phenomenon, widely referred to as the Ômaterial turnÕ, which has seen researchers
across design, social sciences and humanities focusing their attention on ÔthingsÕ. But
it has a distinctly pragmatic and hands-on quality.
Humans have always collected things, and antiquarians and museum curators have
catalogued them since the 1700s.19 But the analytical power and wider impact of
those activities has been challenged and leavened throughout, not only by art
historians and other humanities specialists, but also by social scientists. For example,
in the 1800s, Karl Marx explored how ÔthingsÕ are, and ought to be, valuedÑby their
utility, commodity, or labour input; in the 1920s anthropologists Bronislaw Malinowski
and Marcel Mauss revealed the Ôactive and constitutive social roleÕ played by gifted
things, opening the door for philosopher Martin Heidegger to conceptualise things as
having meaning Ôonly in relation to other objects and personsÕ, for anthropologistphilosopher Pierre Bourdieu to reveal the role of objects in identity formation, and for
sociologist Bruno Latour and others to develop Actor-Network Theory which sees
humans and objects as having equal and mutually constitutive agency.20 By the
1980s there was space for Arjun Appadurai Ôto place the ÒthingsÓ themselves at the
centre of the debateÕ with the suggestion that Ôeven though from a theoretical point of
view actors encode things with significance, from a methodological point of view it is
the things-in-motion that illuminate their human and social context.Õ21 Probably the
most radical manifestation of the rise of things has been the development, initially by
Graham Harman, of an Object-Oriented Ontology for everything.22 Today the drive to
study things Ôis intensifying across the arts, humanities and social sciencesÕ, each
bringing Ôtheir research, archives, methods and pedagogy to bear.Õ23 Legal
researchers have worked with each of these approaches, from Marx to Appadurai, to
explore intersections between law and material culture; and the body of specifically
object-centred legal research is rapidly thickening with several significant recent or
forthcoming collections.24 At the same time object-based activities are also an
increasingly popular tool for teaching substantive material across social sciences,25
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including in law;26 while research on file-making by Bruno Latour (Conseil dÕEtat) and
Cornelia Viseman (Rome and East Germany), and specialist collections such as the
National Justice Museum at Nottingham and the Metropolitan Police Crime Museum
highlight the extent to which objects have always been at the heart of legal practice.27
So it is now almost unremarkable for a legal researcher to quote Sherry Turkle: ÔWe
think with the objects we love; we love the objects we think with.Õ28 However, the PopUp project appears to be the first to approach the study of things through abstract
and concrete model-making, to treat that model-making as a research tool, and to do
so with a view to influencing the wider behaviour of participants.
Model-making can, in my view, usefully be divided into three types: modular, found
and bespoke.29 What is required is an experimental attitude and some core strategies
adopted from experience design, social design, critical industrial design and graphic
design. I have experimented with each type of model-making both individually, in
relation to my own research into law and inter-communal economic life in Cyprus;
and collaboratively, with groups of 5 to 50 researchers each working on their own
research topic. That experimentation revealed that all three forms of model-making
can play a productive role at any stage in the research process from
conceptualisation to data collection and analysis, dissemination and reflection; they
can be done at minimal or expanded cost; they can be done individually or
collaboratively; and each tends to serve distinctive function, and to be orientated to a
distinctive type of enquiry.
The British Museum and SLSA events underlying the Pop-Up project involved a
combination of found and bespoke model-making, but modular model-making is
briefly introduced here for completeness.
By Ômodular model-makingÕ (Figure 1) I mean the use of pre-formed systems, such
as Lego blocks or Genuino smart object components, to represent some concrete or
abstract aspect(s) of sociolegal research projects. Such systems are designed to
allow the non-expert user to easily start and scale up their buildÑin terms of size,
complexity and sophisticationÑfree of that fear-all-too-common-among-sociolegalresearchers: ÔI am not creativeÕ. My experimentation with researchers suggests that
such modular models tend, at least at the outset, to serve a relatively explanatory
function, and to be oriented towards more practical enquiries into ÔHowÕ? Here the
ÔmakingÕ consists of picking up and moving pre-fabricated objects in relation to each
other, including fitting them together, in order to create a model. 30
By Ôfound model-makingÕ (Figure 2) I mean the abstract or concrete deployment of
already-existing thingsÑwhether stumbled upon, vernacular or curated; animate or
inanimateÑto explore some abstract or concrete aspect(s) of a sociolegal
phenomenon. This seems to be the most common form of legal engagement with
material culture: one originating in an interest in a period, theme, person or concept;
and with the object being selected because it makes some aspect of that field of
interest visible and tangible. My experimentation with researchers suggests that
ÔfoundÕ models tend, at least at the outset, to serve a more generative function and to
be oriented to more critical enquiries into ÔWhy?Õ Here the ÔmakingÕ takes the form of
physically pointing at, and commenting on, the object in such a way that it becomes a
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model, shedding light on the wider research topic and generating new questions
along the way. An object-based commentaryÑjust one of many outcomes that might
result from an engagement with material culture31Ñtends to both work from the
object outwards to the original fields of interests, and also to produce new fields of
interest in the process.
By Ôbespoke model-makingÕ (Figure 3) I mean the creation of entirely new things, out
of whatever material seems appropriate given the research purpose and any
practical constraints, to represent some abstract or concrete aspect of sociolegal
research project. My experimentation suggests that ÔbespokeÕ models tend to serve a
more speculative function and to be oriented towards more creative enquiries into
ÔWhat if?Õ In this case the ÔmakingÕ is at its most physical, shaping the model from
scratch.

Figure 1 Modular model-making. Credit Amanda Perry-Kessaris
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Figure 2 Found model-making. Credit Amanda Perry-Kessaris

Figure 3 Bespoke model-making. Credit Amanda Perry-Kessaris
Found model-making
The first act of Pop-Up project participants was to ÔfindÕ an item that had some
resonance with their existing research interest and was on display in a public
collection. They then produced object-based commentaries, through which they can
seen to have converted the objects into ÔmodelsÕ with which to think through their
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existing research ideas, and to generate new ones. In so doing they were engaged in
a specific visual methodology (object-based commentary) and from a particular
(sociolegal) perspective.
Gillian RoseÕs influential critical visual methodology (Figure 4) proposes that the
meaning of visual materials such as objects is made in four ÔsitesÕ: audience,
circulation, production, and in the object itself; and that each of these sites has three
different ÔaspectsÕ: social, material, technical. 32 This typology helps to situate the
Pop-Up project among other visual and object-based projects, and each objectbased commentary in relation to the others. The project was designed to provoke and
facilitate meaning-making (a) about objects in curated online and physical collections
(b) by and for sociolegal researchers. So the object-based commentaries in this
project were controlled in respect of all ÔaspectsÕ of the site of ÔaudiencingÕ--the social
(Ôhow interpreted? by whom? why?Õ) compositional (Ôviewing possibilities offered?
relation to other [objects]Õ) and technological (Ôhow displayed? where?Õ).
Participants were encouraged to begin working on their commentaries through the
methodology proposed by Jules Prown (1982) which addresses the social, material
and technical aspects of the remaining three sites of visual interpretation identified by
Rose: production, circulation, and the object itself.33 Prown proposes a three-stage
method for reading an object. In terms of RoseÕs typology, he begins with the Ôsite of
the objectÕ, moves outwards to the sites of production and circulation, and does not
reflect on the site of audiencing.
PrownÕs first stage is description, which focuses on Ôinternal evidenceÕ and asks Ôwhat
can be observed in the object itselfÕ upon substantive analysis (e.g. measurements),
content analysis (decorations, motifs etc.) and formal analysis of its visual character?
The core strategy is to start general, and become progressively more specific.
PrownÕs second stage is deduction, in which the item is handled; and in which
sensory, intellectual and emotional engagement are deployed to ask Ôwhat would it
be like to use or interact with the object?Õ or, in the case of a Ôrepresentational workÕ
such as a painting, what would it be like Ôto be transported into the depicted worldÕ.
Here conclusions must be reasonable and commonsensical. This element of the
analysis was not fully possible for most participants in the Pop Up Museum of Legal
Objects experiment, given that the items were subject to handling restrictions. But it
is possible to get a good way towards an equivalent result from close inspection.34
All participants responded positively to the process of producing an object-based
commentary. One SLSA participant argued that Ôconstructing a narrative aroundÕ an
object was ÔcrucialÕ to Ôbringing É theory to life É in a contemporary setting. In a
sense, the object acts as an anchor to realityÕ and prevents the discussion from
Ôdrift[ing] off in a tide of dry, academic discussionÕ by Ôtethering it to something we can
not only see, but feel, approach and assess.Õ But it goes further, offering Ôa point of
entry for accessing the same content from different perspectivesÕ; thereby allowing
you to Ôventure off along myriad É narratives around and of the objectÕ always from
the Ôperspective of the shared starting pointÕ (SLSA event). Other participants
reported that they found drafting an object-based commentary caused them to reflect
on disciplinary divides and research methods. For example participants found it
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Ôfreed [them] to interrogate and expandÕ their ÔassumptionsÕ, in particular assumptions
about Ômateriality, law, history; and their relation to techniques and technologies of
empire (Museum event); or Ôinvited [them] to reconsider the objects of legal enquiry
and lawÕs relationship with other disciplines,Õ leading to Ôa more nuanced
understanding of the research topic and themesÕ (SLSA event); or triggered a new
Ôreflect[ion] on the role of materialityÕ, with Ô[i]deas that came up during the process of
drafting the commentary É now making their way into other pieces of workÕ (SLSA
event).
The object-based commentaries for the Museum event were presented in eight
rooms on three different floors of the building. Conditions were variable: sometimes
brightly lit, sometimes gloomy; sometimes in silence, sometimes with tourists and
school children stopping to listen and/or creating enough noise that presenters had to
shout. One participant remarked that it was Ôgreat to be able to refer directly to the
tangible object, not only to ground my ideas but also to contextualise the object
amongst the others with which it was displayedÕ; another that it was Ô[d]aunting
because of the ÒpublicÓ aspect, but also really brought alive the object to speak with it
physically present.Õ
The third and final stage of PrownÕs method is speculation. Here Ô[w]hat is desired is
as much creative imagining as possible, the free association of ideas and
perceptions tempered only, and then not too quickly, by the analystÕs common sense
and judgment as to what is even vaguely plausibleÕ.35 The Pop-Up experience was
designed to Ôdynamise and amplifyÕ this aspect of the commentary by encouraging
participants to make it visible and tangible through a sequence of solo and
collaborative acts of bespoke model-making, all further dynamised and amplified by
being documented and shared online.
Aspect
Material

Technical

Audience

Interpreted
by sociolegal
researchers;
using
sociolegal
criteria, for
sociolegal
research.

Viewed as part
of a curated
collection.

Displayed online
and physically.

Production

Open

Open

Open

Circulation

Open

Open

Open

Object itself

Open

Open

Open

Site

Social

Figure 4 Project constraints within RoseÕs (adapted) typology of visual methods36
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Bespoke model-making
Bespoke model-making involves Ôembodied makingÕ to create wholly new objects.
ÔEmbodied makingÕ refers to Ôthe processes of making in materialsÕ, or to
Ôexperiences when making artefacts or engaging in other creative activities with
materialsÕ. Here ÔembodiedÕ refers to Ôa perspective on experiences as a unity of
cognitive and bodily processesÕ. 37 It is about thinking about and through making, and
my individual and collaborative experiments suggest that, among other things, it
activates the legal ÔunconsciousÕ.38
Participants in the Pop-Up project made a range of bespoke models depending on
the event. Participants in the Museum event made (a) alone, and in advance of the
event, physical traces of object-based commentaries for distribution to other
participants during the event; (b) communally, and during the event, representations
of their chosen objects to display communally and then take home as a memento.
Participants in the SLSA event made, alone and before the event, representations of
their chosen objects to display communally.
Trace of commentary
Museum event participants were asked to create a trace of their commentary for
distribution to their, as yet unknown, collaborators. The intentions were to engage
participants materially, and therefore deeply, both with their objects and with their
audience; in so doing to trigger an additional level of investment from them in the
event as a collaborative experience; and to generate a lasting visible and tangible
expression of that collaborative experience. Participants engaged wholeheartedly
and creatively with this, their first, and potentially nerve-wracking modelling task. One
remarked ÔI spent a week on mine and it really changed the way I thought about the
object and about my research.Õ Another observed that the process was Ôproductive in
unexpected ways, particularly in terms of the engagement with different (actually and
potentially useful) materialsÕ, and in the sense that they Ôhad not thought of my legal
research as being so readily interpretable in material form.Õ
As some of the papers in this special collection explain, the traces came in all shapes,
sizes and materials and with a wide range of intentions (Figure 5): grains of rice in a
jar, a papier machŽ figure, a miniature set of notes-to-self, an image of the sound
wave produced by saying the name of the object, paper incised in a delicate pattern,
a handmade flower. They were distributed during or at the end of each presentation,
each time generating that all too rarely heard phrase in academia, Ôthank youÕ, a
smile, and a moment of awe; and they continue to serve as a permanent memento of
the day (Figure 6).
Representation of object
The second modelling task for the British Museum event was communal and
occurred at the end of the day in the Great Court (along side a reflection
questionnaire). Participants modelled their chosen objects in black, yellow and/or red
fimo modelling clay and placed them on the designed display mat to form the first
physical manifestation of the Pop-Up Museum of Legal Objects (Figure 7). Many
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reported that it was fun. One enjoyed the fact that clay modelling Ôallows for tactile
engagement with the objectÕ, another that they Ôlove the feeling of doing research with
our handsÕ. Others noted that it created a reflective, almost therapeutic, space:
ÔwonderfulÑexactly what I needed to do after all that talking and listeningÕ; a chance
Ôto let all the information sink in and processÕ and spot Ôlinks and distinctions between
such disparate objectsÕ; Ômaking and bringing together the models made tangible
those connections and commonalitiesÕ into a Ôsort of material manifestation of the
dialogue that we have taken part inÕ; a Ôdifferent form of collaborationÕ; and Ôhelpful
forÉidentifying the core of my interest in the object that I chose.Õ Finally one
participant observed that clay modelling Ôgives a sense of personalization of
ownership of an aspect of the selected object.Õ On returning home after the event
participants baked the models they had made to stabilise them, forming a second
physical memento of the day.
Likewise, most SLSA participants got much from the process of making a model of
their chosen object in advance of the event, with several choosing to document and
share their making process via social media. One described it as Ôa particularly
enlightening activityÕ because it facilitated a Ô Òhands-onÓ physical relationship with the
model-making materials,Õ forced a ÔconfrontationÕ with Ôthe limitations of the original
object (in particular its inability to represent a dynamic process); and allowed/caused
the researched to be ÔguidedÕ by Ôknowledge of the research process but also Ð to a
degree Ð open to intuition as [they] worked with the materials.Õ Just as participants in
the Museum event referred to their curated objects during their presentations, so
SLSA event participants referred both to their original chosen objects and to their
models throughout their presentations, adopting a range of approaches to bothÑ
some more metaphorical others more literal (Figure 8). Sometimes the objects and
models offered the perfect way to illustrate or summarise a legal point the presenters
had already wanted to make; sometimes the objects and models generated new
avenues of inquiry. In every case the presence of the model, displayed on the mat
with all the others, seemed to offer different, more open, points of contact for all
present.
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Figure 5 Introducing a trace, British Museum. Credit Amanda Perry-Kessaris

Figure 6 Traces collected at home. Credit Amanda Perry-Kessaris
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Figure 7 Collaborative making, Great Court, British Museum. Credit Amanda PerryKessaris

Figure 8 Presenting with a model, SLSA event, Newcastle. Credit Amanda PerryKessaris
Designing the Pop-Up Museum of Legal Objects experience
There exists a growing number of arts-based projects on legal themes that pay close
attention to the experience of participants, including, for example, ÔIn the Shadow of
the StateÕ39 and ÔVoices of the CourtÕ.40 However, the Pop-Up Museum of Legal
Objects may well be the first example of conscious legal event experience design.
The emergent field of event experience design draws on user experience (UX)
design of digital interfaces, product design and service design (e.g. shopping, tourism
and government); but it is concerned with the design of events such as festivals,
exhibitions and pop-ups. Event experience design goes beyond curatorial acts of, for
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example, organizing the presentation of objects and information about them. Crucially,
experience design focuses on generating emotional, intellectual and/or behavioural
change among event participants.41 In the case of the Pop-Up project, the rather
ambitious intention was to change the emotions, thinking and behaviour of sociolegal researchers before, during and after the events. The following paragraphs detail
the core design-based strategies through which the two Pop-Up events were
converted into an object-based research experience.
Empathy and narrative
The first strategy, and constant touchstone, in designing experiences is to identify
(with) the intended participants, initially through a process borrowed from service
design known as Ôempathy mappingÕ.42 This entails enumerating the everyday
sensory experiences of a typical participantÑthat is, what they generally think, feel,
say and do; what kinds of ÔpainsÕ they are prone to experiencing, and what kinds of
ÔgainsÕ the experience you are designing might be able to generate. This process can
draw on a range of resources from survey data to common sense. For example, as
an experienced member of the sociolegal community I might surmise that sociolegal
researchers generally tend to think and speak of legal phenomena as based in a
combination of text and social interaction, and to do their own research primarily
internally and alone, and (yet?) to feel that in so doing they are part of a wider and
unknown sociolegal community (past, present and future);43 and that as such they
are open to ÔpainsÕ of loneliness, abstraction and path-dependence and to ÔgainsÕ in
the form of feelings of openness, experimentalism and camaraderie.
The second core strategy of experience design is to generate a narrative that will
give coherence and meaning to the experience from the perspectives of the intended
participants. Here ÔnarrativeÕ connotes both a substantive theme and the mode(s) by
which it operates. The narrative motivating the Pop-Up project was Ômaking sociolegal research tangible and visibleÕÑit was the focal theme and the mechanism by
which the theme was realised.
Third, the key components of the experience, whether occurring before, during or
after the events, must be chosen and structured44 so that they supported the overall
narrative. In the case of the Pop-Up project, support for the narrative of making
things visible and tangible45 began well in advance of the British Museum and SLSA
events. I designed a large format laminated display mat;46 an illustrated, foldable
guide to the day; an online repository for the Pop-Up Museum to be added over time;
and a slide show display of objects for projection at the main meeting point of the
SLSA event. Meanwhile participants not only prepared their commentary (see Found
model-making above), but also made, for the Museum event, a simple ÔtraceÕ of that
commentary for distribution to other participants, and for the SLSA event, a model of
their chosen object (see Bespoke model-making above).
It was important to the emotional, intellectual and behavioural change targets of the
Pop up project that participants experience making things visible and tangible both
individually and collaboratively. So the events themselves began and ended with a
communal act of making: shaping into a booklet the guide designed for the day
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(Figure 9) and displaying the models on the mat (Figure 10 and 11). As anticipated,
the physical process of folding and tearing the event guide generated remarkable
effects among participants: laughter, intrigue, sharing, humility and delight. One
SLSA participant observed that Ôbeing asked to fold the programs helped, as it felt as
though we were also constructing the fixed documentary presentation of our objectsÕ
and prompted consideration of how Ôcertain objects are selected, curated,
documented and presentedÕ. Another felt that Ôthe booklet was something you
actually wanted to take home with you Ð not just because of its size, colour and
personal relevance, but also I think because we had sat and built them together.Õ
The fourth lesson from experience design is that the nature of these components and
their sequencing should be calibrated in advance using a strategy borrowed from
service design known as emotional mapping to take account of how the participants
will feelÑrelatively positive or negativeÑat each stage of the experience.47 Here the
emphasis is on identifying and ensuring a reasonable trajectory of emotion, bearing
in mind that, although wild emotional swings may not be productive, there will be a
need for period of lull and contrast. So, for example, both the Museum event and the
SLSA event began with the restful communal acts of folding the guides (Figure 9),
followed by relatively fraught/passive, acts of presenting and listening to object-based
commentaries, and ending with the final communal act of (making and/or) displaying
the models together on the mat (Figures 10 and 11). The SLSA event ended with the
mat, guides and models being transferred to the central conference meeting area to
sit alongside a slideshow of the objects which had been playing throughout the
conference (Figures 12 and 13). One participant noted that it was Ônice to have a
tangible trace of the presentationsÕ so that, Ôunlike most conventional
presentations,É they didnÕt simply disappear after the relevant session was overÕ;
another that it Ôled to a fruitful discussion with other delegatesÕ about how
Ôincorporating images of models into our research data might aid understanding and
enable the creation of previously unarticulated constructions of the research process.Õ
Appreciation for each element of each event was indicated multiple times, by most
participants. For example, one SLSA participant reflected that completing the
feedback form triggered an appreciation of the number of Ôcontextual elementsÕ that
had been Ôadded to structure the production and presentation of our commentariesÕ,
that this was in Ôsuch contrast to a standard conference paperÕ which tends to Ôexist[]
almost entirely in isolationÕ, that this had been Ôvery helpful in doing the writing and
presentingÕ and that it prompted a strong Ôengage[ment] in the projectÕs rationale.Õ
Barriers to engagement
Finally, experience design reminds us that the achievement of the overarching aims,
as well as any intermediate ÔgainsÕ from each component of the experience, are
always subject to the constraint of emotional, intellectual and behavioural barriers to
engagement. The categories of barriers are general to all humans, including event
participants, and are well summarised by MaslowÕs (1943) hierarchy of basic physical,
emotional and intellectual needs.48 But the fulfilment of those needsÑthe nature of
the barriers and the methods of overcoming themÑis often specific to each
participant.
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Although there is much value in the creative spaces that such sensations can conjure
up, embarrassment is a general barrier to engagement. Making things visible and
tangible in a public space is bound to feel at least somewhat awkward for most. For
example I had to face the possibility that I would be barred on security grounds from
bringing the large-scale display mat into the museum. But more important is the fact
that museums are not neutral spaces, and to some they feel actively unwelcoming,
per se and everyday. Hence the existence of Museum Detox, a movement led by
senior Black and Minority Ethnic (BAME) museum professionals dedicated to make
museums more open to and representative of the people that they are expected to
serve, not least by the power of their signature #Museumdetoxflash;49 and the
Disability Cooperative Network for Museums was formed by museum professionals
to convert museums into enabling environments in every respect.50 Likewise, making
things visible and tangible in an academic environment can open up new points of
access. For example, one highlight of the SLSA event was the observation by an
audience member that, as a PhD student with dyslexia, she found a spontaneous use
of clay models to explain relationships between law and trust to be revelatory. But
academic environments too are often specifically socially and physically disabling
and exclusionary. So, for example, for the SLSA event applications were welcomed
from those who were unable to attend in person.
Finally, the digital media were used in part to maximise access to, and the impact of,
the project. All the objects from across the events came together online via social
media and the Pop-Up museum of legal objects website was both meaningful and
provocative for several participants: one participant suggested that the online pop-up
museum offered a Ôdifferent framing of the museum collectionÕ; another participant
was caused to dwell on Ôthe need for all researchers to be reflexive about power
dynamics and to be mindful of their role in co-constructing the research environmentÕ;
and a third observed that Ôit really creates a sense of a project within which all these
diverse objects are participatingÕ so that Ôwhat might have been a footnote to my own
research instead becomes a proper part of the wider projectÕ. Snippets of each
presentation were live tweeted and embedded in an explanatory blog post for each
event. One SLSA event participant observed that this Ôdemonstrated that researchers
may, when necessary, adopt a more flexible approachÕ; and another that it probably
Ôreached a number of people who werenÕt able to come to the sessions.Õ
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Figure 9 Folding guides, Great Court, British Museum. Credit Amanda Perry-Kessaris.

Figure 10 Display, Great Court, British Museum. Credit Amanda Perry-Kessaris
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Figure 11 SLSA event models in the conference room, Newcastle. Credit Amanda
Perry-Kessaris

Figure 12 SLSA event models in main meeting space, Newcastle. Credit Amanda
Perry-Kessaris
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Figure 13 SLSA event slideshow in main meeting space, Newcastle. Credit Amanda
Perry-Kessaris.
Process case study: the ox-hide copper ingot
In this penultimate section I will reinforce the Pop-Up Museum of Legal Objects
process by setting it out in its entirely in relation to one objectÑthat which I myself
presented as part of the Museum event (Figure 14); and suggest possible extensions
to that process by explaining how I have since taken the model-making that I began
within the Pop-Up project onwards into fieldwork in Cyprus.51
The object in question is a 37 kilo ox-hide ingot made of raw blister copper (Figure
15).52 It is named for its distinctive and organic shape, which was a standard format
for transportation in the Mediterranean 3.5 thousand years ago (around 1200 BCE). It
could be carried across the back of one person or in the hands of two people, and it
was easy to stack in a shipÕs hold. Although Cyprus was known for its copper and
curatorial notes indicate that this particular ingot was found in Cyprus, we cannot be
certain of where any such ingots originated, or what patterns of trade they
represent.53
For me this ingot is a vibrant material inspiration for my research into law and
contemporary economic interactions between Greek Cypriots and Turkish Cypriots.
Cypriot inter-communal trust has been under periodic and rising stress through
Ottoman and British colonial times. In post-independence 1963 there was enough
violence to prompt the UN to establish an (on-going) peacekeeping mission. And in
1974 Greek-backed attempted military coup triggered an invasion by Turkey.
Cypriots have been culturally, socially, politically, militarily, physically and
economically divided ever since.54 In the last decade restrictions on the movement of
people and goods have been eased somewhat. Turkish Cypriot and Greek Cypriot
economic actors (producers, distributors, consumers, traders) have begun to interact
across the divide, prompting open and compelling speculation as to the actual and
potential dividends to the Island from inter-communal economic activity and,
ultimately, reunification.55 My research focuses on how law does/might support these
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economic interactions, in particular by nurturing, and at least not undermining, interpersonal trust.
In this ingot I see both what has been lost, and what is possible for economic life in
Cyprus. Its organic, symmetrical and radial shape implies economically-relevant
themes such as pragmatic standardization, collaborative networks and mobility. Its
carunculated surface suggests an ancient history; but one that has, like intercommunal Cypriot economic life, been on pause, ever since this ingot was buried for
safe-keeping near the village of Engomi around 1200 BCE. Its material capacity for
redeployment through smashing and smelting into new forms speaks of econo-sociolegal transformation. Presented in a glass museum display case, it references the
helpful/harmful preservation of, and reverence for, histories; the painful and positive
memories they harbour; and their power to facilitate/destroy inter-communal
economic life and reconciliation.
How can we activate the ideas suspended behind the curatorial glass? We could cast
a prosaic gaze over the modern copper industry in Cyprus: a factory-based affair that
lives at Skouriotissa,56 the worldÕs oldest copper mine which was run without benefit
to colonial Cyprus57 which today is operated by Hellenic Copper Mines58, whose logo
is a man carrying an ancient ingot on his back. The mine is squashed between the
UN peacekeeping force UNFICYP Sector 1 HQ San Martin Camp on the one hand,
and the buffer zone that divides Cyprus on the other. Just the other side of the buffer
zone, in the Turkish Cypriot-majority north of the island, around the ruins of the
ancient kingdom of Soli, lie the remains of a light railway and pier through which the
island-wide international metal trade once flowed, and around which the sea ran red
with copper dust (Figure 16). But those days are gone.
Instead I chose a curatorial gaze, this time visiting the Cyprus Museum in Nicosia,
where I spied a cornucopia of miniature, palm-sized, ox-hide copper ingots that were
circulated in Cyprus contemporaneously with the full size versions (Figure 17).59
These miniatures were originally understood by archaeologists to be a form of
currency60 referencing the use of cattle as a unit of account,61 but it was later
concluded that they were in fact votive offerings.62 Both of these interpretations
resonate with my purposes, so I have made a set of miniature modern replicas63 as
embodiments of both memories of, and hopes for, econosociolegal pasts and futures
(Figure 18). For it seems to be in these binaries that inter-communal trust can form,
in support of which law ought in turn to be deployed.
I distributed these mini-ingots to collaborators as ÔtracesÕ of my commentary during
the Museum event (Figure 19). But I have also used them to help to uncover and tell
the story of law, economy and trust during field work in CyprusÑworking them into
interviews (Figure 20), and staging them in key locations (Figure 21). These
extensions into model-making out of the museum and beyond academic
environments have highlighted to me the representational work that can be done by
model-making.64
Bruno Latour has observed that a focus on objects can Ôbring together two different
meaningsÕ of ÔrepresentationÕ. Within the Pop-Up project, the focus on legal objects
did indeed Ôbring togetherÕ both dimensions of ÔrepresentationÕ as predicted by Latour.
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The first meaning, Ôwell known in schools of law and political science, designates the
ways to gather the legitimate people around some issue.Õ In this context Ôa
representation is said to be faithful if the right procedures have been followedÕ; and
the effect is that Ôa sort of place, sometimes a circle, which might be called an
assembly, a gathering, a meeting, a councilÕ is drawn. In the Pop-Up project each
participant made a representation about law and about an object through the
(structured freedom of) the designed sequence of tasks (presenting, making,
distributing according to what Latour calls the Ôproper procedureÕ), thereby generating
a series of circles or gatherings. In the second meaning observed by Latour, Ôwell
known in science and in technologyÕ, a representation Ôrepresents what is the object
of concern to the eyes and ears of those who have been assembled around it.Õ In this
context a representation Ôis said to be good if the matters at hand have been
accurately portrayedÕ; and the effect is to Ôbring[] into this newly created locus a topic,
a concern, an issue, a topos.Õ 65 In the Pop-up project, each representation was
brought into the circle or gathering in the form of a visible and tangible object
representing the representation, whether in a curated or traditional academic space.
During my extension work in interviews and site visits I found that this double
representation was intensified: interviewees and I collaborated in using the traces
and other models (representations) to represent their representations about possible
relations between law, trust and economy.
Whether in a museum, an academic setting or beyond, I know that model-making
has added a new and productive dimension to my research process: at once
focusing attention, and opening up creative analytical, empirical and normative space.
But my understanding of and ability to communicate about that new dimension
remains constrained, to be addressed through further experimentation, literature
review and reflection.
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Figure 14 Presenting the copper ingot, British Museum. Credit Luis Eslava

Figure 15 [a,b,c to be displayed next to each other] Getting to know the ingot. Credit
Amanda Perry-Kessaris
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Figure 16 Disused copper transport system, Soli, Cyprus. Credit Amanda PerryKessaris

Figure 17 Miniature ingots, Cyprus Museum, Nicosia. Credit Amanda Perry-Kessaris
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Figure 18 Making the ox-hide ingot traces. Credit Amanda Perry-Kessaris

Figure 19 Distributing ingot traces, British Museum. Credit Amanda Perry-Kessaris
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Figure 20 Collaboratively deploying ingot trace in an interview, Nicosia. Credit
Amanda Perry-Kessaris

Figure 21 Staging ingot traces at St Hilarion, Cyprus. Credit Amanda Perry-Kessaris
Conclusion
For me, the Pop-Up Museum of Legal Objects is an on-going experiment that forms
part of my personal exploration of the proposition: If sociolegal research were treated
as if it were a social design problem then it would be made visible and tangible at
every stage, in an atmosphere of structured freedom. And that proposition is just one
component of my wider enquiry into the potential for design to improve
communication, openness, agility and future-focus in sociolegal research.
This project adds weight to my evolving awareness that there is something to be
gained from making things visible and tangible at every stage of the research
process, including conceptualisation, data collection, data analysis, dissemination
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and reflection; 66 that the use of model-making at any stage in the research process
produces positive spill-over effects into every other stage; and that there is merit in
continuing to develop my sociolegal design manifesto in progress (Figure 22). For
each participant and each contributor to this special issue, the Pop-Up Museum of
legal objects no doubt means something more, something less and/or something
entirely different. And that is exactly as it should be.
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Figure 22: Sociolegal design manifesto in progress
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